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Evolution by Blind Force and Evolu
tion,fay Intelligence.

nature. We are assured that we shall a worse state than Ulyseee’ Companions 
receive in return a completed coemoe for Circe’s Cup only turned дпеп into 
if we grant but one thing further, via., swine : this makes theqi' machines 
that by some unaccountable necessity without will, without sourt, without re- 
all the chsnges in things take place sponsibility.
mainly in one direction; from the more Still remaining, are tihe gaps that 
simple to the more complex, from the separate the species, the animal from 
lower to the higher, from the lees to the veg 
the greater. At first sight this seems to be tilled up with material soon to be 
to agree with obef rvation. Are not all discovered, it is asserted. Yet Mr. Dar- 
things thus tending T But as Gilder- win with candor admits that the more 
wood remarks, “we are too ready to distinct the forms, the more the argu- 
•peak of the lower producing the high- mente fall away 
et, tending to overlook the fact that naturally recognize decreasing proba- 
only the mature, life produces the bility to'be overbalanced by increasing 
germ, organic life thus testifying that weight of evidence. The reverse is the 
the greater produces the leas.” In this, case. And the links in the chain are 
he agrees with Sir William Dawson, weakest just where the greatest strees 
when he says, “The complex resolves it- falls on it. 
self Into the simple geim and finally 
into its constituent elements, and what 
we see is not evolution, but revolution.”

But not only are the assumptions 
many and false ; the hypothesis Is also 
of too partial a nature. This will be 
apparent when it is learned that after 
all these undemonstrated and indemon
strable postulates have been granted, 
there yet remains several great gaps to 
be filled up. The theory does not ac
count tor the beginning of anything.
It exhibits story after story of the 
superstructure rising in majesty and 
grandeur, but contains no record of 
the foundation stones; still less of the 
quarry whence they were digged.

It fails also to explain to us how that 
which is living was derived from the 
non-living. It is easy to fill np this 
gap with protoplasm, which includes 
both dead and living matter and thus 
ignore the distinction as does Haeckel.
We may foist on humanity some sea 
slime with a technical name, "the 
original nitrogen holding carbon com
pound, the seat ard age 
after the fashion of Mr. Huxley. But 
the truth still r< mains : the mechani
cal theory of the origin of life has not 
a shadow of proof. Dr. A. M. Homes 
says, “To the delight of many and the 
regret of a few, scientific authorities 
are everywhere unanimous on this 
point : omne vivum ex vive—all life 
comes from life.” While Mr. Huxley 
asiure us that “at the pr.eeot moment 
there ia not a single proof of abiogene- 
sle.” And Dr. Beal of London asserts 
that “physios and chemistry have not 
accounted for one vital action.” But 
the proof will be forthcoming, it is as
serted. “Life is the undiscovered cor
relative of force.” This "undiscovered”
Is the unknown god to which these 
philosophers build altars and chant for 
the encouragement of their dboiplts,
‘The vital correlative is not yet obtain
ed from heal, light or electricity ; but 
be not faithless only believe. It will 
surely be found.” But H teckel informs 
us that where "faith begins science 
ends.” Yet the advocates of this 
theory build everything on the truth of 
this prophecy. And these who are 
gifted with the prophetic spirit con
tinue to evolve fancits and to expound 
the discoveries of their prolific imegin-

Tbis hypothesis proves itself partial 
also in that it fails to show us how the 
sentiment and conscious being sprang 
cut of that which has no sensation.

Nor yet is it able to inform m how 
the rational is derived from the non- 
rat ion al. * In the field of comparative 
research,” says Calderwood, “the ra
tional" nature of man is the cute landing 
event for which there is no adequate 
se lentille explanation." An attempt is 
made to account for thought by mik
ing it a thing of physical energy.
Now, physics! force can be measured.
Ate wo in future then to siy that a 
weighty thought is so many pounds 
avoirdupois? Yet wherein is the ab
surdity if the ysycbical and physical, 
are mutually c «relative? We eight 
in time to be able to tell, if this be 
true, into what physical force the brain 
of the dj ing Newton or Shaki spere 
was converted. Bat the truth is, it is 
impoesible to account for the power of 
thinking by any combinations or vibra- 
t ions of physical atoms. Thought may 
be inseparably connected with the phy
sical organism, but this does not prove 
identity The organist can produce bis 
exquisite harmonies only by touching 
the keys of the instrument Most we, 
therefore, infer that instrument and or
ganist are one? Biology then is demon
strably insufficient and this proves 
this phase of evolution insufficient too.

When we enter the moral realm, the 
system is still more helpless. "The 
soul of man as of all animale,” remarks 
Haeckel, "is'the sum of the molecular 
phenomena of motion in the particles 
of the brain. ”

The soul, then, is simply matter and immgnmt 
free-will, an absurdity, as Mr. Huxley ent/^ue 
consistently teaches. This leaves us in outgoings

— Til* recent death of Prof. W. D. 
Whitney, of Yale College, remev.a s 
scholar who had aohlevi d a mote than 
national reputation. He was «minent 
m an iqstroc'or, and til text books and 
treatises dn language have made his 
name familiar to all students in that 
department. He was «specially well 
vetstd in the Я inscrit and kindred 
languages, and ranked among the lead
ing philologists of his time. Prof. Whit
ney "was also widely known as the 
superintending editor of the Century 
Dictionary. His age was sixty-sev.n.

— Ovr readers will, we sup 
pleased to have seme brief account, 
which we endeavor to give elsewhere, of 
the doings of the Presbyterian Central 
Assembly, now in session in Bf. John. 
It is not every year, of course, that this 
auguit and influential body honors, us 
with its presence, and we have been 
glad to avail ourselves of the opportun
ity of watching some of its proceedings. 
It should not be without interest and 
value to Baptists to observe how Pres
byterians transact business. We desire 
to add our word of welcome to the 
many such words which have been ad
dressed to the Asiembly and to wish 
the Presbyterian church in Canada god
speed in its large and successful en
deavors in the cause of Christ.

the traffic In intoxicating drink. The 
plebiscites taken In four of the pro
vinces of the !> 'minion and the action 
of the New Brunswick legislature In 
memorialising the Dominion govern
ment In the matter Indicate a very 
strong public sentiment tbroug 
Canada favorable to a prohibitory 
liquor law, and the subject le tberefoie 
receiving from politicians more re
spectful consideration than ever before. 
A Dominion election Is expected to 
take place next year, and it ia believed 
to be important in the interests of the 
temperance reform that there should 
be no delay in forming plans for such 
concurrent action in all parts of the 
Dominion as shall ensure the return 
at the next general election of a House 
of Commons definitely committed to 
the prohibition of the liqnor traffic. 
The convention is expected to be large 
and widely rej r sentative. Besides 
Canadian prohibition leaders, Hon. 
Neal Dow, Lady Henry Somerset and 
Mies Frances Willard are mentioned 
among those who are expected to be 
present from abroad. Arrangements 
have been made by which del 
and visitors to the convention may go 
to Montreal and return for a single 
first-class fare one w 
also being made for 
at reasonable rates of those attending 
the convention. Delegatee may be 
sent by county, city and district pro
hibition alliances, leagues or central 
committees, municipal or ward com
mittees, branches of the W. C. T. U., 
divisions of the Sons of Temperance, 
lodges of the I. O, G. T. and any other 
prohibition or temperance organiza
tion ; also church congregations, Y. 
M. 0. Associations, 8. A. corps, Chris
tian Endavor and other young people’s 
societies of a similar character.

tural law! are^his ordinary modes of 
activity ; and the so called;*upernaluml 
manifestations, his extraordinary ways 
from our point cf view. _What Agassis 
■ays of each species is'thus true of «11 
nature—“it is an embodied thought oi 
God." The universal law of gravitation 
is Bis mode of sustaining the oosmos, 
and the universal law of evolution^is 
method of creatingi.it. This view sat
isfies a demand lot the human reason 
thgt the other did not. The mind finds 
no rest in the assumption that the In
finite ia blind force acting by necessity. 
Prof. Gray utters the sentiments of s 
majoritylof thinkers when he says: “To 
ns s fortuitous cosmos is inconceivable 
—the only other is a designed one." 
This.theory encounters jut the same 
difficulties in the physical world that 
the doctrine of providence does in the . 
moral, not more. 8c me things do seem 
to happen by chance. It is easy to con
clude that all do. But such a conclusion 
is superficial ; for as Agesaiz affirms, 
The universe exhibits thought.” And 

even Mr. Huxley declares that “the 
materialistic position that there is no
thing in the world but matter, force, 
aud necessity is as utterly void of justi
fication as the most baseless theological 
dogmas.”

This theory also satisfies the de
mands of modern scientific research. 
The revelations of science are forcing 
men to one of two conclusions —either 
God is far more closely related with 
nature than we are accustomed to 
think, or else nature operates itself and 
needs no God. The re-action from the 
first system is leading men to view 
God as more immanent in Hia world 
than even Christians at times believe ; 
but not more immanent than the Old 
Testament representation. A. R. Wal
lace, oooriginatcr of Darwinism, says, 
"It doe snot seem an improbable conclu
sion that all force is will force; and 
thus that the whole universe is not 
mete ly dependent on, but actually is, 
the will of higher intelligences 
or of one suptjme intelligence.” 
Dr. Schuxgnen. of Cornell University, 
is even more decided, and declares that 
we can no longer think of God as separ
ate from His creation. This theory sat
isfies this demand and at the same time 
avoids the abrurdities of the former. 
It provides in uill an intelligible 
source of rature. It docs not require 
us to bridge sll the gaps between the 
several grades of being. It solves the 
problems of life, of mind, and of spirit.

But without this assumption of a 
free and intelligent Spirit, all the great 
principles of évolution arc tuber in
credible or irrational. The rotation of 
nenebub withnolmpectfromaitheut; 
the hi at producing condensation of the 

used miss iu sjite if repulsive 
uroee ; thp origin of the varieties 

which natural selection finds ready to 
its hand, the fittest of which survive ; 
the progress of the t*co along a line oi 
develop mint'instead of detirioratioo, 
which even Mr. Darwin admits to be 
equally possible according to hie theory. 
and the final triumph of moral senti- 

ual—*11 these and manv 
more are explicable only on the supposi
tion that a thinking mind and a loving 

the forces of nature 
to the accomplishnvnt 

caching wfsJom as*

(Ire:tutting K*«s> ofMr W.f. Vlnevnt,Acmllit,

The scientific doctrine of t velation 
is defined by Le Conte as “» continu
ous, progressive change, according to 
certain laws, and by resident forces”"; 
and by Herbert Spencer as “an advance 
from" the homogeneous to the hetero
geneous, from the undetermined ar
rangement to the determined, and 
from confusion to order." Although 
these definitions seem dear and sim
ple, yet evolutionists are by no means 
unanimous in their interpretation. 
The cause of division among them is 
that mysterious something called “resi
dent forces." Out of the explanation 
of this point have grown up two 
inent theories which we may 
precision enough name Evolution by 
Blind Force and Evolution by Intelll-

The first theory maintains that the 
power which moves the universe is 
blind force working by necessity ; and 
it propesee, without the aid cf a 
god of any description, to evolve 

Haeckel terms this “The

etable, and man from both, all

in force, ltut we

As to man, be is eui generis, without 
a connecting link. Of the ape-like 
man or man Uke ape, the missing link, 
we are compelled to say, “ non est in
ventus ”. He is an adumbration of the 
dream of unity. “Wide, viry wide, Г 
anatomically and physiologically” says 
Asa Gray, “is the gap which separates 
the highest quadrumane from man.”
“ Where,” be asks, “ is the slightest 
evidence of a common progenitorT” 
A^d even Mivart asserts that there fs 
“ ho one family of apes to which man 
is allied." The most that is found is 
analogy and often of a very superficial 
kind. One eminent naturalist soberly 
infers that man did net come from the 
orthodox monkey but from the lemur, 
because forsooth the tubercles on the 
teeth of many people resemble more 
the lemur’s than those of the monkey. 
“According to this reasoning,” says 
Virchow, “ we are bound to believe 
that because the negro has wool like a 
sheep, the lineal descendant of the 
sheep is the nfgro.” We see, then, 
that these men have searched the 
“ wide world o’er " for proof of their 
theory only to In rebuked for their 
folly. For as Prof. Gray has Aid,
44 The futility of every hypothesis for 
deviation can be made apparent or un
measurable objections raised sgairst.”

Once more, the method by which this 
hypothesis is supported is nit in bar 
mony with the scientific spirit of the 
age. Bacon taught the world that the 
true method is facts first, then explana
tions. We are to reason from c fleets to 
causes. But this system violate» this 
dictum of science. It attempt! to de
duce a universe from an assumed some
thing by necessary laws. Now, Tait, a 
greater than Spencer, say* “ noa priori 
reasoning can conduct us demonstrably 
to a single phyiioal truth." The 
method then is wrong tvénïf the prin
ciples were rigtt. It is a purely a 
priori scheme.

Another unscientific thing about the 
method is its constant appeal to au
thority. After wading through tho 
heap of supercilious remarks on religi
ons dogma, one is amazed to ftnd Hlim- 
boldt, Haeckel, Lyell, and others sup-

**with

«Ml
a cosmos.
non-mlraculous development of the 
the nniverse." We are to look upon 
the world as no longer the result of a 
creator working according to a plan, but 
as caused by forces inherent in the 
chemical combination of matter itself. 
Through the blind play of these forces 
the primitive chaos has been shaped by 
a purely mechanical process into cen
tral bodiis with their planets ; planets 
with their moons, and so on in ever- 
widening circles till the completed 
cosmos at last emerges full of order, 
beauty and life.

To the.method, assumptions and par
tial nature of this hypothesis the human 
mind, as at present constituted, must 
ever object.

The assumption are many and false 
by defect. Add to them what is lack
ing, and no such syett m of evolution 
can be drawn from them. The theory 
arsumes at the start, certain forces, 
material', or both, as a sort of stock in- 
trsde with which to begin the process. 
Prof. Winchell calls this primitive 
somewhat"woild stufl or cramioduat.” 
Market terms it “gaseouaohaos.” But 
Mr, Bpencet.who seems content with less 
then some others, assures os that if we 
will grant him the single indubitable 
fact of force and its pt 
show us how "nebulae, sun, recks,

ay. Prevision is 
the entertainment

" 149-2 and 1892—The World’s Politic
al, Intellectual and Religioug Struggle 
for 400 years,” is the title of" a booklet 
of 24 pages by Rtv. J. E. Hopper, D. 
D., of St. John. The contents of this 
pamphlet, or the substance of them, 
were given as an address delivered be
fore the Baptist Minister’s Institute of 
the Maritime Provinces last August. 
The address wm received with so much 
favor by the Institute that it was placed 
in the hands of a committee that it 
migh be published. This has been done, 
and no doubt many, both these who 
heard it delivered and those who did 
not, will be glad to have the opportun
ity of reading Dr. Hopper’s interesting 
and valuable paper in its present form. 
The subject Is so large that within the 
limits imposed a curs »y treatment of 
it, is of course,all that was possible. But 
a birds eye view of the progress of the 
world during these four centuries along 
the llms Indicated U afloed<d, and 
much interesting and valuable It form 
atlqn le presented. The booklet may 
obtained at the Baptist H*>k Ваш, 
Halifax. Price 10 cents pt* copy, or 
•1 per tksso.

—Thru* has been during resent years 
among the Baptists of the Northern 
United BUtee a growing conviction 
that the connection between thi ir great 
general societies and tbs churches is 
not sufficiently close and vital, that 
the discussion and management <>f the 
great interest! committed to the trust 
of these societies are practically in the 
hands of a few men while the main 
business of the churches is to provide 
the means for their ^support. It is 
complained that the anniversaries, in 
stead of aflording opportunity for prac- 
rical dbcussione—in which many 
might participate—of the interests 
represented, have become for the meet 
part opportunities for grand speech 
making and oratorical displays, and 
that the custom has been too much to 
call to the platform from year to year 
a few prominent men to the exclusion 
of others of equal ability and equal 
right to be heard. In discussing this 
matter the New York lira min rr says ;

“It Is a matter of common knowl
edge that something ii mnch needed 
to bring our great missionary societies 
and the churches closer together. 
Theoretically these societies are the 
agents of the churches, and the 
«lurches, through their delegates, not 
only elect the officers and managers, 
but ihape and control the business of 

so crganisatione. Practically the 
societies are independent corpora lien! 
that control their own affairs, and the 
ottty part of the churches in the matter 
is to foot the bills. The missionary 
contributions of the churches do not 
keep pace with Baptist growth in num
bers, intelligence and wealth. Why?

•son, as we hold, is this 
ring gap between the churches 
the societies. The theory on 

which our missionary organisations 
are conducted must be made a fact. 
The aun і venants must ceaae to be the 
maw-meetings of a junketing crowd 
intend on having a good time, and be- 

the gathering of delegates who 
to do business. Incidental 

speech-making and social enjoyment 
will be both inevitable and unobjec
tionable, but these should not be the 
main features of the meetings "

nt of all life,"
— Lord Boskberv is said to have 

cherished three grand ambitions—to 
marry the richest heiress in England, 
to be Prime Minister and to win the 
Derby. All these ambitions he has 
achieved. H?a famous hone, Ladas, 
having been the winner al this year’s 
races. Whether this achievement ap
pears to the Prime Minister In the re
trospect to be of so illustrious a char
acter as It did in anticipation we cannot 
■ay, built is evident that Lord Rosebery 
will find that his two latter ambitions 
are not quite compatible. There Is in 
the Liberal pirty of феаі Britain e 
pretty large, and itfliiential element 
which lies no taste fir a horse-racing 
Prime Minister, and the notes of dbap 
prov si which have been uttered have 
not been soft and uncertain. Lvrd Ruee- 

roely a fiord to treat this

reirtenco, he will

men have been necessarilyar .1 
evolved.”

We moat grant tbs mental necessity 
that compels this assumption aid if 
Mr. Bponrer would make it persistent 
will-force, we might go with him. For 
how do we know anything of force or 
it* persistence ? Only through the ex
ercise of will. Our senses peraeive 
change, but do not see power. We 
only infer force from change became 
conscious of power exerted by our own 
wills. We might gise forever on the 
rolllrg waves and listen to howling 
wind lint nev« r wi uld connect one with 

. r as cause amt «fleet if we were 
not ccnaciope of exerting will-power 
and seeing physical results. Persist
ence of force then is p«rsiitence of 
will. Hence we ask Mr. Spencer to en
large this fundamental assumption 
and build hireafter on the broader 
troth that the ultimate basis of all 
things is an infinite source of energy 
whose nature is conscious intelligence 
and will. And as we must grant the 
freedom of the will or abandon science 
and philosophy, this destroys forever 
any system of evolution by blind force.

But it we grant thus much, 
we are immediately asked to postulate 
for this theory the assumption that 
force can be diflerentiated into forces 
without implying a will or design. 
Now, this persistent, homogeneous 
somewhat ought to be beyond autithcsei 
and distinctions of every kind ; fer in 
so far as it has oppositions of any sort, 
it is not homogeneous. Bat under the 
magic hand of Mr. Spencer, this force 
is soon converted into forces of attrac
tion, and, marvellously enough, repul
sion too; and these are so wonderfully 
adapted to each other as to produce 
matter and motion with all the afore
mentioned wonders of the universe. 
Yet how these primal difierentiations 
were reached, he never condescends to 
inform ns. He talks of a principle 
which he palls the instability of the 
homogeneous ; but as a matter of fact, 
the homogeneous is the only stable 
thing. In a perfectly homogeneous 
material, there could be neither motion, 
nor change, bat everlasting inertia.

But when we have liberally conceded 
thi*,!too, and even admitted that matter 
and motion are produced by blind force, 
a third demand b made on our good

sentiment lightly by laying, as be is 
reported to have dime in a recent 
speech, that he dree not "feel one ves
tige of shame at possessing s got d horse 
that can win reoee.” OI course no one

ditto
fi!

will object to hi* Lordship having as 
many good Écrire ta he pleases, if only 
he employs them lor good and legltl 
mate purposes, aud does nut make them 
a means of corrupting tho public 
morale. Horse-racing ia ho doubt a 
somewhat more “respectable" thing In. 
England than on this side the Atlantic, 
but it is pretty gen« rally regarded and 
denounced by at least the Ncncoofcrm- 
bt pulpit and religious press as agi end 
means for the promotion of gambling, 
and accordingly one of the most moral
ly corrupting customs of the day. 
Ix*d Itosebery, If he wbhes to con
tinue to admin U’.er the public af
fairs of Great Britain, can scarcely 
afford to flipg defiance in the face of 
the people who hold these sentiments, 
and it is therefore probable that prud
ence|if not virtue, will decide his lord- 
ship to abandon the turf.

porting some of their most important 
principles by quotations from men and 
even heathen divinities. Humboldt 
says, “ Laplace has combined the re
sults of tht highly*, astronomical and 
mathematical bodies and has pr wee ted 
them to his readers free from all 
processes of demonstration ; yet no 
one has ever accused his work of ic- 
comptetenesee or want of pro'und-1 
ity.” Undemonel rated profundity ! 
Such scientists need not be astonished 
if the common sense of mankind re
volt against their fanciful theories, aud 
accuse them of constructbig a cosmos 
by methods that would baffle omnipo
tence itself, because abetted. One is not 
surprised to find such crtfdltife in the 
eld poetry and philosophy of the day! 
of Democritus, when “men with crude 
efforts endeavored to grasp the system 
of nature;’’but that in cur day a theory j 
supported only by vague analogy and 
bald assertion should find able' adher
ents, who endeavor to string on its 
thread of seen options the «cumulated 
facts of modern science, leads one to 
question even the advance of human 
intelligence.

Bat we must not too hastily condemn 
a doctrine so acceptable to the scienti
fic world. Another theory of evolution 
is proposed which aesaonta for all the 
facta of sciences satisfies raison, and is 
reconcilable wkh revealed religion? 
This is designated, "Evolution by in
intelligence.” This fceory accepts 
mechanism as a principle of method ; 
for as snob, It U a demand of intelli
gence. The mind requires order in the 
system. But it posits at the beginning 
a free and intelligent spirit. And 
b of the nature of spirit to reveal itself, 
the universe is considered the self-reve
lation of this Indefinite Spirit who

in nature and yet tram cend- 
forcee in the cosmos are the 
of thb Supreme Will. Nâr

meats or secs

heart sup-rinti ml 
and direct them t 
of a plan cf far- 
b enevoler.es.

W. B. M. U.
MOTTO TOR THE teak:

“ Lord what wilt Thou have me to do."*
tribu tor* to tbl* column will please ad- 
Mrs. Baker, SU Prtucew Street. 8L John.

PRAYER TOPIC POR JVIjb 
. For our mls-lon workew iitlioie and iS>mo«L 

To Secretaries of Aid Societies and Міміап 
Hands la N. S

By the end of this month, June, the 
b!atk forms will be in the hands of the 
secretary of oar Aid Societies rod M le
sion Bands.

Will thhss officers please note ;
lit. Wherev« r there U a county sec

retary three blanks are sent to ber, an 1 
by her sent to each local secretary, 
who, afire filling them out, returns to 
the chanty secretary, who 
them wlh her own report to the provin
cial secretary.

2nd. Thees blank forms having hero, 
printed before çur Union made homo 
missions a department of oor work, 
there ia no el rim for that objeet. But 
will each secretary please state how 
much has been raised for heats rod 
how much for foreign before potring 
the sum total.

8id. Please be very careful te pet 
Mbs os Mrs. before the names of presi
dent and secretary.

4th. Give P. 0. address and name of 
it county in fall.

5th. When at all possible give the 
number of resident female members of 

b your church.
Oth. Give name of church or branch 

of church. A. E. Joint stone,
Prov. Bee. N. 8. W. B. M. U.

th<
Rev. E. K. Ganong entered fipon his 

work as pastor of the tabe made choroh, 
St. John, on the first Bnnday in Jane. 
We trust that pastor and church may 
be abundantly blessed in theic work.

We are glad to report that Rev. G. R. 
White b slowly recovering from his 
illness, and reasonable hopes are enter
tained that in time he may be restored 
to his usual health. His recovery must 
be far from rapid. To lay aside work 
and care, and to rest awhile b all that 
can be done at present. Many pray 
are being oflered that our brother and 
his wife may find all needed support in 
thb hour of severe triaL 

In the House of Commons Wtdnee- 
- A Dominion Prohibition Om»«n- d»jr, Arthur P. JeHreji »nd othemem-

July 3rd and 4th. The poipoee of the secretary to the war office, replied, say- 
c nvtnoion is stated to be to consider ing that the drouth of last year oom- 
the present position of the prohibition ^
cause and to plan ft* further general J^romd. HTadded that the forage 
united action foe the securing of v*- brought from Canada proved to be of 
tional legislation for the suppression of excellent quality.

and
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